Nightmare on 5th Avenue

Reporting to you from Istanbul, where an attack killing thousands of people transpired only hours ago. It’s rumoured to be a result of a terrorist group...

Mick

Instanbul, Turkey

Tragic affair that shouldn’t be wished on anyone.

BREAKING NEWS

OUTRAGE of the DECADE

Sorry to cut you off Mick, but we have new reports of a disastrous outrage concerning Kim Kardashian...

DOUBLE DENIM SCANDAL

BREAKING NEWS BR
Till Death Breaks Us Apart

A day of heartbreak and mourning for American citizens as we witness the destruction of an American dream.

Heartache and sorrow takes the world by storm, following the announcements of the Brangelina divorce.

People have been attending services nationwide to pay their respects. Flags lowered to half mast. Isis has declared a cease fire in light of these tragic events.

Our news team is proud to give you hourly updates to keep you informed on this important matter.